TOP-electronics is...

- a technical driven representative and distributor
- a flexible company with good logistic support
- focused on customer requirements
- in the market for over 10 years
- located in the Netherlands and in the USA

TOP-electronics supports customers all over Europe, North and South America, Africa and Asia. The main markets of TOP-electronics are: the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany, UK, Italy and the US A.

The TOP markets we serve are: hi-rel industrial, medical, aerospace, industrial, telemetry, machinery, semi-cap, consumer, defence, security, agriculture, printing.
- GSM / GPRS  
- UMTS / LTE  
- GPS receivers  
- RTLS systems  
- WiFi  
- Bluetooth  
- Sigfox  
- LoRa  
- Zigbee  
- Zoning  
- Internet of Things  
- RF transceivers  
- ISM band modules  
- RF-ID products  
- Antennas  
- RF cable assemblies  
- RF connectors  
- Interface converters  
- USB products  
- I/O to TCP/IP  
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- VNA ~ RF Vector Network Analyser (4 ~ 6 GHz)  
- RMS ~ Antenna Radiation Pattern - Measurement System (0.7 ~ 4 GHz)  

- Power Op-Amps  
- Switching Amplifiers (PWM)  
- Voltage References
- Motor drivers
- Motion controllers
- Motors
- Servo systems
- Encoders
- Fans

- AC/DC converters
- Power adapters
- DC/DC converters
- Transformers

- Monochrome modules
- TFT modules
- Resistive and capacitive touch
- PMOLED and AMOLED
- E-ink

Active Components
- Motion Sensors
- Microcontrollers
- MOSFETs
- Power Op-Amps
- Voltage References
- Switching Amplifiers (PWM)

Passive Components
- Buzzers / Speakers / Microphones
- Connectors
- Crystal Oscillators
- Enclosures
- Mini PCI Sockets
- Card holders
- Cable-assemblies
- Resettable fuses
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